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Abstract

Skin and fleece measurements were recorded at a number of different ages for both male and

female sheep from the Turretfield Merino Resource Flock. These records were used to

estimate the heritability of each trait and the phenotypic and genetic correlations among and

between the skin and fleece traits. Generally, the heritability of each trait was high, which

indicated that both the fleece and skin traits should respond well to selection.

The genetic correlations between the skin and fleece traits were estimated to identify potential

indirect selection criteria for the fleece traits. A number of favorable correlations existed,

which suggested that some of the skin characters could, upon selection, produce a favorable

correlated response in the fleece trait of interest. However, it was important to conduct a

simulated selection study to determine the benefits of skin character selection in a multi trait

context. The study compared the response of objectively measured fleece traits from direct

selection for the fleece traits themselves with the corresponding response obtained from either

indirect selection for skin characters or subjectively assessed fleece traits. In addition, the

direct selection response was compared with the corresponding response obtained from

selection for a combination of either objectively measured and subjectively assessed fleece

traits or a combination of objectively measured fleece and skin traits.

Selection was simulated using either the direct index or two stage index selection approach,

Both approaches showed that index selection for skin characters was less successful at

improving the fleece traits than direct selection for the objectively measured fleece traits

themselves. An additional gain relative to that obtained from direct fleece trait selection was

obtained from selection for both skin and objectively measured fleece traits. However, a

similar gain was achieved from selection for both subjectively assessed and objectively

measured fleece traits. The subjectively assessed fleece traits had the additional benefit of

being cheaper to measure than the skin characters. In addition to showing the limitations of

skin character selection, the two stage selection approach highlighted the advantage of using

early records to conduct an initial screening of the population followed by selection using

records taken at a later age for a selected proportion of the population. The two stage

approach achieved a similar selection response as that obtained from single stage selection

using all records, but could be conducted at a fraction ofthe cost.

A study of the sensitivity of the selection response to changes in the magnitude of the genetic

correlations involving skin characters was also conducted. Stronger and weaker genetic

v1u



correlations were determined by establishing the upper and lower limits of the 95 per cent

confidence interval for the relevant genetic correlations. Results indicated that the fleece trait

response obtained varied substantially depending on the magnitude of the genetic correlations.

Consequently, care must be taken when giving recoÍrmendations based on the results

obtained from using current genetic correlations.

The thesis concludes with a consideration of how current breeding objectives and selection

criteria could be refined, in particular those involving staple strength (SS) and micron blowout

(MB). Prior to this study, the inclusion of SS within a breeding objective or as selection

criteria assumed that the genetic correlation between trait (SS) expression in two sexes or at

different ages is equal to one. This study showed that the expansion of the breeding objective

to take into account the variation in lifetime production of SS is essential for the acctxate

prediction of its' selection response. The present study also showed that the current methods

used to estimate MB could result in biased genetic parameter estimates. It was concluded that

predictions of genetic change in MB should be based on genetic parameter estimates obtained

after the bias was removed from the FD records used to calculate MB.
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